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Abstract Cloud microphysical properties from aircraft measurements during the Southern Ocean
Clouds, Radiation, Aerosol Transport Experimental Study are used to evaluate the cloud products from
the geostationary satellite Himawari‐8 (H‐8) and the polar‐orbiting satellite the Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS). Compared to the in situ aircraft observations when aircraft flew
horizontally near cloud tops, the cloud droplet effective radius (re) and number concentration (Nd) from
H‐8 (MODIS) are 33% (26%–31%) and 2% (9–13%) larger. Both the H‐8 and MODIS retrievals behave
similarly for liquid‐only and mixed‐phase low‐level clouds, indicating the weak sensitivity of the satellite
cloud retrieval performance to cloud phase. The re and Nd of the cloud profiles from aircraft
measurements were also used to compare with the satellite product. It shows that H‐8 re and Nd agree
better with aircraft measurements when considering only the in situ data acquired in the upper portions
(highest 20%) of the clouds. Roughly, the re overestimation by H‐8 decreases from 18% to 3% when
considering the upper portions of clouds compared to all cloud layer averages, except for one case with
drizzles appeared. In addition, the performance of MODIS re and Nd is highly dependent on the
wavelengths the retrieval method uses. The droplet re retrievals using wavelength of 1.6 μm have much
larger biases than that using the other two channels. The potential effects of the cloud vertical variation
and the photon penetration depth, the cloud heterogeneity, the cloud droplet size spectra, and the drizzle
on satellite retrievals have also been discussed.
1. Introduction
Clouds play a significant role on the global radiative energy balance, which has a cooling effect on the sur-
face by reflecting solar radiation back into space and has a warming effect by trapping longwave radiation
within the atmosphere (Schneider, 1972; Ramanathan et al., 1989; Zhao & Garrett, 2015). Especially impor-
tant are the low‐level marine stratocumulus clouds which cover more than 50% of ocean regions and there-
fore enhance the planetary albedo over the oceans and regulate energy fluxes affecting Earth's climate
system (Cess, 1976; Klein & Hartmann, 1993; Lohmann & Feichter, 2005). Microphysical properties of
clouds, such as the droplet effective radius (re), and droplet number concentration (Nd), are critical in deter-
mining the cloud radiative properties (Albrecht, 1989; Garrett & Zhao, 2006).
Many studies have been carried out to obtain cloud properties from in situ aircraft measurements,
ship‐based or ground‐based remote sensing, and satellite remote sensing. Due to the large spatial cover-
age and long‐term continuous records, satellite remote sensing is widely used in statistical analysis of
both regional and global cloud properties, along with the model evaluation studies, compared to other
types of measurements (Bao et al., 2018; Jiang et al., 2012; Li et al., 2018; Platnick et al., 2003;
Rossow & Schiffer, 1991; Stephens et al., 2002; Winker et al., 2009; Zhao, Chen, et al., 2019).
However, large uncertainties could exist in the satellite remote sensing observations. In order to assess
the uncertainties, satellite observations are generally evaluated with ground‐based remote sensing mea-
surements or in situ aircraft measurements (Garrett & Zhao, 2013; Mace et al., 2004; Protat et al., 2009).
Since the ground‐based observations of cloud properties are also from remote sensing instead of in situ
observations, the inherent issues also exist (Zhao et al., 2012, 2014), which need further evaluation by
aircraft measurements.
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Many studies have evaluated the satellite cloud retrievals using in situ air-
craft observations directly. Nakajima et al. (1991) showed that cloud dro-
plet re obtained from Multispectral Cloud Radiometer was overestimated
by about 2–3 μm compared to in situ observations for marine stratocumu-
lus over southern California, while Nakajima and Nakajima (1995)
showed that new method could make the satellite retrievals consistent
with the in situ aircraft observations. Painemal and Zuidema (2011) found
that theModerate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) retrie-
vals overestimated the cloud droplet re by about 15–20% or 2.1 μm com-
pared to in situ aircraft observations for marine stratocumulus over the
Southeast Pacific. Ahn et al. (2018) found that CALIPSO and MODIS
underestimated mixed‐phase cloud occurrence, and MODIS (2.1‐μm
channel) overestimated re by about 13 μm for nondrizzling clouds and by
about 10 μm for heavy drizzling cases. Using different near‐infrared bands,
the satellite‐based re could also vary significantly due to the different
photon penetration depths. Nakajima et al. (2010a) further indicated that
the existence of drizzle and small cloud droplets near cloud top may also
affect the satellite retrievals. All of these previous studies suggested a
potentially high uncertainty of cloud properties in satellite retrievals.
So far, few studies have been carried out for the cloud properties and pro-
cesses over the Southern Ocean region, including both evaluation study
and statistical study of cloud properties. Haynes et al. (2011) found that
low‐level clouds have important effect on the radiation balance over the
top of atmosphere over the Southern Ocean based on model simulation
study. Given the limited knowledge about cloud processes and properties
over the Southern Ocean, many studies have shown the high uncertain-
ties in climate model simulations of clouds over Southern Ocean, result-
ing in large SW radiation biases (Mace, 2010; Trenberth &
Fasullo, 2010). Of course, the identification of cloud phase and super-
cooled liquid droplets is also an important issue (Hu et al., 2010; Li
et al., 2017; Morrison et al., 2011). Thus, accurate information about cloud
properties are needed over the Southern Ocean. However, due to the
remote geographical location, few ground‐based remote sensing or in situ
aircraft measurements of cloud properties have been carried out, making
it challenging to evaluate and then improve the performance of
satellite‐based cloud retrievals over the Southern Ocean.
Therefore, this study aims to evaluate the performance of MODIS and Himawari‐8 cloud products using the
aircraft observations from the Southern Ocean Clouds, Radiation, Aerosol Transport Experimental Study
(SOCRATES). SOCRATES was conducted during the period from 3 January to 26 February 2018 in the
region with latitude between Hobart, Australia (42°S) and 61°S and with longitude from 134°E to 163°E.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 0 describes the data and method. Section 0 shows the results of
comparison study. Section 0 analyzes the potential error sources in satellite retrievals. And section 0 presents
the summary and conclusions.
2. Data and Method
2.1 In situ Measurements
There are totally 15 research flights by the Gulfstream‐V High‐performance Instrumented Airborne
Platform for Environmental Research aircraft during the SOCRATES. By excluding the flights with addi-
tional layers of clouds above and flights with small size cumulus clouds, seven research flights are employed
in this study. Figure 1 shows the seven flight tracks (denoted by different colors) in the study region with
latitudes between 42.51°S and 62.08°S and longitudes between 141.35°E and 163.03°E. A suite of cloud
probes was installed onboard the Gulfstream‐V High‐performance Instrumented Airborne Platform for
Figure 1. Flight tracks of seven research flights (RF) during SOCRATES.
The gray color represents the land region, and the seven different colors
represent tracks of seven flights over the Southern Ocean.
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Environmental Research to measure cloud properties. Details about the probes are listed in Table 1 and
described below.
The Cloud Droplet Probe (CDP) is an optical probe which measures cloud droplet size distribution in 30 size
bins ranging from 2 to 50μm in diameter (D) (Lance et al., 2010)with an uncertainty of 20% (Faber et al., 2018).
The Two‐Dimensional Stereo Particle Imaging Probe (2DS) is an optical array probe which uses images to get
cloud particle size distribution with D ranging from 10 to 1,260 μm (Lawson, 2011; Lawson et al., 2006).
The King hot‐wire probe (King) is designed for measuring the ice water content and liquid water content
(LWC) with an uncertainty of 15% (King et al., 1978). It works with relatively large uncertainties during col-
lision with ice particles due to the residual effect of ice (Korolev et al., 1998), which makes hot wire observa-
tions likely unreliable when clouds are mixed or ice phase. King probe has smaller LWC than CDP
(Painemal & Zuidema, 2011), and the King probe gets unsensitive to droplets with sizes larger than 40 μm
(Biter et al., 1987). Here, the LWC derived fromKing was used to be compared with the LWC integrated from
the CDP droplet size distributions. As shown in Figure 2, the LWCs from these two probes agree well with
each other when they are less than 0.3 g m−3, particularly for the liquid phase. For cases with LWC larger
than 0.3 g m−3, the agreement becomes worse, implying the decreasing reliability of the King probe.
Figure 2 also suggests that the LWCs from the two probes agree much bet-
ter for liquid‐phase clouds than for mixed‐phase clouds, simply because
the ice in the mixed‐phase clouds may affect the King probe by possible
contamination (Faber et al., 2018). To avoid this potential contamination
error, the LWC from CDP is used in this study. The condensed total water
content (TWC) was measured by a Closed‐Path Hygrometer (CLH‐2) with
an uncertainty of 15% (Davis et al., 2007).
The Particle Habit Imaging and Polar Scattering probe (Abdelmonem
et al., 2016) data were used to discriminate ice particles and droplets based
on angular light scattering measurements (Schnaiter et al., 2018). The
appearance of liquid droplets in clouds was defined when the LWC is
greater than 0.005 g m−3 in a previous study by Baumgardner and
Rodi (1989). Slightly different, the existence of cloud is identified when
the TWC is greater than 0.01 g m−3 in this study. The fraction of LWC
to TWC is used to distinguish mixed‐phase and liquid‐phase clouds
(Dorsi et al., 2015; Field et al., 2004; McFarquhar et al., 2007). When the
fraction is larger than 0.85, the cloud is assumed to be liquid phase; other-
wise, it is assumed to be mixed phase.
The cloud droplets re and Nd are often derived based on the spectral num-
ber concentration measurements as follows:
re ¼ ∫r
3n rð Þdr
∫r2n rð Þdr
¼ ∑Nciri
3
∑Nci ri2
(1)
Nd ¼ ∫n rð Þdr ¼ ∑Nci (2)
Table 1
In Situ Airborne Instruments, Along With the Company, Measured Variables, Measurement Range, Uncertainty, and the References for the Instruments and
Their Uncertainties
Instrument Company Measurement Range Uncertainty References
King hot‐wire probe (King) PMS, DMT LWC 0.05–3 g m−3 15% King et al. (1978)
Cloud droplet probe (CDP) DMT LWC, Nt, PSDs 2–50 (μm) 20% Lance et al. (2010)
Two‐dimensional stereo probe (2DS) SPEC LWC, Nt, PSDs 10–1,260 (μm) NF Lawson et al. (2006), Lawson (2011)
Closed‐path hygrometer (CLH‐2) University of Colorado TWC 0.005–1 g m−3 15% Davis et al. (2007)
Particle Habit Imager and Polar
Nephelometer (PHIPS)
KIT Image cloud particles 20–700 (μm) NF Abdelmonem et al. (2016)
Note. NF in “uncertainty” denotes that the uncertainty information is not found in literature.
Figure 2. The comparison of LWCs between the CDP and the King
hot‐wire for both liquid‐phase (red color) and mixed‐phase (blue color)
clouds, measured by the seven research flights over the Southern Ocean
region in January and February 2018.
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where n(r) is cloud droplet number concentration at radius r and Nci and ri are the cloud droplet number
concentration and radius at the ith bin of the instrument, respectively. In order to investigate the impacts
of large droplets such as drizzle, we have also calculated the cloud droplet re and Nd by using the combina-
tion of CDP from 2–50 μm and 2DS from 50–200 μm. Note that the first two bins from CDP and the first four
bins from 2DS have been neglected due to the large potential uncertainties, such as the uncertainties in the
probe's depth of field for small size particles in 2DS (Baumgardner & Korolev, 1997). By combining the CDP
and 2DS, we can get the cloud droplet spectra with diameters ranging from 2 to 1,280 μm.
2.2 Satellite Measurements
Himawari‐8 (H‐8) was launched on 7 October 2014 and operated at 140° east (Bessho et al., 2016; Letu
et al., 2020). The Advanced Himawari Imager has 16 observational bands, from the visible to thermal infra-
red spectral regions with a nadir spatial resolution of 0.5 km (1 band), 1 km (2 bands), and 2 km (13 bands).
The Advanced Himawari Imager has been used for the retrieval of cloud properties, including the cloud opti-
cal depth (COD), re, cloud top temperature, and cloud top height (Iwabuchi et al., 2018; Letu et al., 2018).
The H‐8 beta data, which were announced to have serious retrieval issue by its official team, are the only
available one from the official website during the period of SOCRATES. Thus, we use the H‐8 cloud retrieval
data set that was produced specifically to support SOCRATES by the Satellite ClOud and Radiative Property
Retrieval System (SatCORPS) at NASA Langley Research Center (hereafter referred as SatCORPS H‐8). The
Level‐2 (L2) cloud properties in the SatCORPS H‐8 product are provided at a nearly 2‐km × 2‐km spatial
resolution and a 10‐min temporal resolution, which include cloud droplet re, COD, cloud top height, cloud
type, and cloud top temperature.
MODIS instrument was launched on Terra satellite in 1999 and on Aqua in 2002. MODIS has 36 spectral
bands measuring visible and infrared radiation based on which properties including aerosol, water vapor,
cloud, atmospheric profile, and cloud mask have been retrieved (Platnick et al., 2003). MODIS cloud retrie-
val properties from MYD06 L2 product with a spatial resolution of 1 km × 1 km are evaluated in this study,
including the cloud re and COD at three channels of 1.6, 2.1, and 3.7 μm. Note that only the MYD06 L2 pro-
duct onboard Aqua is used here simply because the aircraft cases in this study occurred in the afternoon.
CloudNd is not directly provided by the SatCORPS H‐8 andMODIS cloud products, so we calculateNd using
equation 3 (Painemal & Zuidema, 2011) following the correcting method from Albrecht et al. (1990),
Nd re; τ½  ¼ 1:4067 × 10−6 τ
1
2
re
5
2
(3)
where τ and re are COD and effective radius from satellite retrievals, respectively.
2.3 Methods
2.3.1 Case Selection
In order to reliably evaluate the satellite observations, aircraft measurements (usually with homogeneous
low cloud scenes) have been selected with following two criteria, making only seven flights used in this
study. First, all cases with extra layers of clouds above the one aircraft measured were removed to exclude
the contamination of upper clouds based on the camera observations onboard aircraft. Second, two kinds
of cases are investigated in this study, which are cloud measurements at the top of clouds when aircraft flew
horizontally within around 100–200 m below cloud tops and cloud measurements when aircraft flew verti-
cally within clouds. After selecting the aircraft observation cases, we average the variables obtained every
10 s, simply because the average aircraft flying speed is 130 m s−1 and thus the flight distance in 10 s nearly
matches the satellites' spatial resolutions.
2.3.2 Colocation of Aircraft and Satellites Observations
To evaluate the satellite performance with in situ aircraft observations, it is necessary to match the observa-
tions from the two systems in both location and time. Therefore, the satellite observations within 5 km and
10 min centered at each aircraft measurement were selected and used in this analysis. Figure 3 shows two
examples illustrating how we do the matching of observations between satellite and aircraft observations.
Figures 3a and 3b show the matching process between the SatCORPS H‐8 cloud re and the aircraft (rf07)
measurements at 04:55:00–4:59:50 UTC on 31 January 2018, and Figures 3c and 3d show that between
MODIS re at 2.1 μm and the aircraft (rf12) measurements at 04:36:00–04:38:30 UTC on 17 February 2018.
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In Figures 3a and 3c, the yellow boxes represent the specific case study regions used to illustrate the
matching process, and the red lines represent the flight tracks. Figures 3b and 3d show the matching
results for two cases. The red points represent the centered aircraft locations with the matched satellite
blue points scattered around. Considering the cloud homogeneity and potential error of matching,
satellite measurements at all collocated pixels are averaged and compared with the aircraft observations at
the matching points.
2.3.3 Evaluation Metrics
Two evaluation metrics are defined to evaluate the performance of satellite retrievals, which are bias and
relative mean bias (RMB). These two metrics are calculated as follows:
bias ¼ 1
n
∑ni¼0 x
i
s − x
i
a
 
(4)
RMB ¼ xs¯ =xa¯ (5)
where x represents cloud properties such as cloud droplet re andNd, xs indicates cloud properties retrieved by
satellite, xa indicates cloud properties observed by aircraft, i means the ith sample with total number of
Figure 3. Two cases depicting the matching strategy for comparing satellite and aircraft observations. (a, b) For MODIS
satellite and aircraft flight rf07 conducted at 04:55:00–5:59:50 UTC on 31 January 2018. (c, d) For Himawari‐8 satellite
and aircraft flight rf12 conducted at 04:36:00–04:38:30 UTC on 17 February 2018. The images depict the cloud
effective radius derived from (a) MODDIS and (c) Himawari‐8 measurements. The yellow squares are the study domain
selected for the two cases. Figures 3b and 3d further illustrate the matching strategy, in which the red line represents the
G‐V flight tracks, the red circles represent cases of aircraft locations collocated with satellite overpass, and the blue
triangles are the collocated satellite pixels, respectively.
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samples denoted by n, and ¯ represents the mean value. The bias indicates the average deviation of satellite
retrievals compared to the in situ measurements. RMB indicates the average uncertainty estimation of the
satellite retrievals relative to the aircraft estimates, where RMB > 1 and RMB < 1 represent
overestimation and underestimation, respectively. In addition to these two metrics, we also make linear
fitting regression analysis with coefficient of determination (R2) between satellite and in situ observations.
3. Evaluation Analysis of Satellite Retrievals
We evaluate the performance of SatCORPS H‐8 and MODIS cloud product based on the in situ observations
from the seven flights. Since the satellite passive remote sensing retrievals often obtain cloud properties
more representative of those within tops of clouds, we will analyze the aircraft observations for both vertical
profiles of cloud properties and cloud properties near cloud tops. Table 2 lists the details of cloud properties
for 19 aircraft cases selected in this study. Note that the cloud microphysical properties listed in Table 2 are
all averaged values for the corresponding cases. The cloud base and top are defined as the lowest and highest
levels with TWC from CDP larger than 0.01 g m−3 for each case.
Table 2 shows that most clouds observed during the SOCRATES are mixed‐phase clouds, with only four
cases as pure liquid‐phase clouds. Moreover, there are totally 10 cases with horizontal aircraft observations
near cloud tops and 9 cases constructed for vertical profiles through clouds among which 6 flight profiles
were ascending and 3 flight profiles were descending. For most cases, the cloud temperature measured on
the aircraft is between −20 and 0 °C. All clouds belong to low‐level clouds as mentioned above (at heights
below 3 km). The cloud depths of these clouds are generally below 1.0 km, most of which are stratocumulus.
The cloud droplet re from CDP and 2DS mainly lies between 6 and 10 μm, with only two cases with re larger
than 10 μm. Associated with the relatively clean background, the average cloud Nd is generally below
200 cm−3, with most values slightly above 100 cm−3. The cloud LWC from the CDP is between 0.1 and
0.5 g m−3, which is much larger than that from 2DS, suggesting the dominance of small cloud droplets.
Based on the temperature and liquid water content observations, supercooled liquid water below freezing
temperature exists in 14 case observations. With these cloud property observations, we next evaluate the per-
formance of satellite retrievals.
Table 2
Details About the Mean Cloud Macrophysical and Microphysical Properties for All 19 Aircraft Observation Cases Selected in This Study
RF Phase T (°C) H (km) CT (km) re_CDP (μm) re_CDP+2DS (μm) Nd (cm
‐3) LWC_CDP (g cm
−3) LWC_2DS (g cm
−3) Drizzle (%)
07T Liquid −8.4 1.7 — 8.26 8.58 58 0.13 0.01 5
07A Mixed −7.5 1.6 0.6 11.84 13.44 42 0.20 0.05 39
08A Liquid −14.5 1.8 0.4 7.21 7.22 195 0.23 0 0
08D Mixed −13.8 1.8 0.6 6.60 6.63 255 0.26 0 0
09T Mixed −19.5 2.6 — 6.23 6.34 114 0.11 0.02 10
09A Liquid −8.8 1.7 0.7 7.36 7.87 189 0.28 0.03 18
10T Mixed −3.1 1.3 — 7.63 7.71 48 0.08 0.03 0
12A Mixed −6.2 1.3 0.5 7.91 8.45 138 0.24 0.03 2
12T Mixed −6.8 1.4 0.2 7.34 7.58 160 0.22 0.03 7
12T Mixed −6.5 1.4 — 8.48 8.58 186 0.40 0.01 7
12T Mixed −6.9 1.4 — 7.08 7.17 164 0.19 0.01 2
12T Liquid −6.8 1.4 — 8.07 8.18 156 0.28 0.01 10
12T Mixed −6.9 1.3 — 7.56 7.58 158 0.24 0 0
12D Mixed −4.1 1 0.7 7.42 10.48 125 0.13 0.03 39
13A Mixed −0.5 0.7 0.3 8.36 8.71 128 0.28 0.04 0
13D Mixed 1.9 0.4 0.4 9.05 9.75 159 0.19 0.03 15
13A Mixed −1.8 1 0.4 9.14 9.33 154 0.50 0.05 0
13T Mixed 0.1 1 — 7.14 7.32 206 0.27 0.02 0
14T Mixed −2.5 1.1 — 8.62 8.80 56 0.09 0.01 0
Note. The RF column shows the research flight ID, in which the ending letter A or D indicates ascending or descending profiles, respectively, and the T denotes
cases near the cloud top. T and H denote the average temperature and height for all aircraft measurements within a cloud case, and CT denotes the cloud thick-
ness. Drizzle appearance is represented as percentage. re,Nd, and LWC represent cloud droplet effective radius, number concentration, and liquid water content,
respectively. Two types of re and LWC have been calculated based on different instrument measurements.
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3.1 Evaluation of the SatCORPS H‐8 Cloud Product
3.1.1 Using Aircraft Observations Near Cloud Tops
We first evaluate the performance of the SatCORPSH‐8 cloud products using the in situ aircraft observations
near cloud tops from CDP. Figure 4 shows scatter plots of cloud re and Nd between the SatCORPS H‐8 pro-
duct and in situ aircraft observations near cloud tops. Note that the dots and error bars represent the means
and standard deviations of the data. There is a total of 252 samples used for this comparison. The data in
Figure 4 show that the in situ averaged re is 7.74 μm with a standard deviation of 0.50 μm, and the in situ
average Nd is 137 cm
−3 with a standard deviation of 19 cm−3 near cloud tops. It also shows that the in situ
aircraft observed re (Nd) ranges from 4.91 μm (39 cm
−3) to 11.47 μm (254 cm−3). In comparison, SatCORPS
H‐8 re (Nd) ranges from 7.98 μm (30 cm
−3) to 16.44 μm (254 cm−3). These results show that SatCORPS H‐8
gives relatively broad ranges of cloud re than that from aircraft observations but gives similar range of Nd. In
general, the in situ cloud droplet re and Nd are smaller than that retrieved from SatCORPS H‐8 cloud pro-
duct, particularly for cloud droplet re. Quantitatively, the SatCORPSH‐8 re retrieval shows an overestimation
of 33% (RMB= 1.33) and theNd retrieval shows an overestimation of only 2% (RMB= 1.02), relative to the in
situ data. Note that the slight overestimation of Nd by SatCORPS H‐8 is not significant.
We further investigate the performance of SatCORPS H‐8 retrievals for pure liquid and mixed phase clouds,
respectively. For liquid‐phase clouds, SatCORPS H‐8 cloud re shows a high overestimation of 52%
(RMB = 1.52) with R2 = 0.44, and Nd shows a very slight underestimation with RMB = 0.91 and R
2 = 0.93.
In contrast, for mixed‐phase clouds, SatCORPS H‐8 cloud droplet re shows an overestimation of 29%
(RMB = 1.29) with R2 = 0.22 and Nd shows a very slight overestimation of 3% (RMB = 1.03) with R
2 = 0.87.
3.1.2 Using Vertical Profiles of Aircraft Observations
We also make a comparison study of the cloud microphysical properties between the in situ aircraft observa-
tions and satellite retrievals for cases when aircraft flew through the vertical extent of the clouds. Figure 5
shows the vertical profiles of average cloud microphysical properties including LWC, re, and Nd. Note that
the altitude has been normalized by setting cloud bases as 0 and cloud tops as 1. Similar to the findings over
various locations by previous studies (Qiu et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2018; Zhao, Zhao, et al.,
2019), both cloud LWC and re increase with height within clouds due to the adiabatic or near‐adiabatic cool-
ing. Moreover, cloud dropletNd varies little with heights within clouds. It is found that LWC andNd decrease
slightly near the cloud top, which could be associated with entrainment near the cloud top. In contrast, cloud
droplet re still increases with height near cloud top, which remains difficult to explain and requires further
study in future. The in situ average re (Nd) in cloud is 8.6 μm (166 cm
−3) with a standard deviation of
1.4 μm (50 cm−3).
Figure 4. Scattered plot of cloud droplet effective radius (re) and droplet number concentration (Nd) between SatCORPS
H‐8 cloud retrieval product and in situ measurements near cloud tops, in which blue colors are for mixed‐phase
clouds and red colors for liquid‐phase clouds. The dots and error bars represent the means and standard deviations (10 s)
of in situ aircraft and satellite‐observed cloud properties. The dashed line represents the 1:1 line.
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Figure 6 shows the intercomparison of cloud droplet re and Nd between SatCORPS H‐8 cloud product and
aircraft observations for cases when aircraft flew through the clouds vertically, including both
liquid‐phase clouds and mixed‐phase clouds. The measurements have been averaged within the whole ver-
tical profile. The SatCORPS H‐8 cloud droplet re is about 1.18 μm larger than that from aircraft observations,
and the SatCORPS H‐8 cloud dropletNd is about 60 cm
−3 more than that from aircraft observations. In other
words, the SatCORPS H‐8 cloud droplet re shows an overestimation of 18% (RMB = 1.18) with R
2 = 0.59 and
Nd shows a slight underestimation with RMB = 0.99 and R
2 = 0.70. Figure 6 further implies that the com-
parison results seem to have very weak sensitivity to cloud phases.
Considering that the satellite retrievals may be more representative of cloud properties near cloud tops, the
results shown above might be not surprising. We further analyzed the cloud top data from the in situ profiles
by calculating the re and Nd using the in situ measurements in the highest 20% of the profile (i.e., re‐top and
Nd‐top) with the corresponding SatCORPS values. As shown in Figures 6c and 6d, the SatCORPS H‐8 cloud
retrievals are more consistent with the in situ aircraft observations found near cloud tops. Quantitatively,
SatCORPS H‐8 cloud re‐top was overestimated only about 3% (RMB = 1.03) with R
2 = 0.17 and SatCORPS
H‐8 cloudNdwas just slightly overestimated about 0.5% (RMB = 1.005) and R
2 = 0.27, compared with in situ
aircraft measurements. R2 could increase to 0.90 without the point squared by orange dotted line, which is
one case occurring at 4:44:22–4:45:35 UTC on 31 January 2018 withmuch larger droplets in cloud. Themuch
larger droplets than satellite retrievals found by the aircraft at 4:44:22–4:45:35 UTC on 31 January 2018 could
be related to their sample difference: aircraft observations for small volume of cloud samples while satellite
retrievals for a large area of clouds. This implies the importance of space/time mismatch for the intercom-
parison of cloud properties between satellite retrievals and aircraft observations.
3.2 Evaluation of MODIS Cloud Product
3.2.1 Using Aircraft Observations Near Cloud Tops
Same as the evaluation study of SatCORPS H‐8 product, we first evaluate the performance of MODIS retrie-
vals using the in situ observations when aircrafts flew horizontally within 100–200 m below cloud tops. Due
Figure 5. Normalized profiles of nine cases: (a) LWC, (b) re, and (c) Nd. Black lines indicate the mean profiles. ZN = 0
indicates the cloud base, whereas ZN = 1 indicates the cloud top.
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to the limited revisiting times during a day by the MODIS, only four horizontal flight cases of rf12 are
identified with aircraft observations collocated with MODIS when it overpassed.
Figure 7 shows the comparison of cloud droplet re and Nd near cloud tops between aircraft observations and
MODIS retrievals using 1.6‐, 2.1‐, and 3.7‐μmchannels. The dots and error bars represent the 10‐s means and
standard deviations of in situ aircraft and satellite observations of cloud re and Nd. The in situ aircraft obser-
vations show that cloud droplet re varies between 6.08 and 9.43 μm with average and standard deviation
values of 7.66 and 0.46 μmnear cloud tops, respectively, and cloudNd varies between 120 and 243 cm
−3 with
average and standard deviation values of 164 and 22 cm−3, respectively. The MODIS cloud re shows similar
ranges for retrievals based on different channels of 1.6 μm (re1.6), 2.1 μm (re2.1), and 3.7 μm (re3.7), which are
8.51–11.69, 8.61–10.98, and 8.67–11.01 μm, respectively, while they are larger than that measured by the air-
craft. Differently, MODIS cloud Nd retrievals at 1.6 μm (Nd1.6) range from 127 to 234 cm
−3, slightly less than
that at 2.1 μm (Nd2.1) and 3.7 μm (Nd3.7), which are 158–214 and 150–212 cm
−3, respectively. MODIS cloud
droplet Nd1.6 is roughly consistent with the in situ aircraft observations, while Nd2.1 and Nd3.7 are slightly
larger (not significant) than the in situ aircraft observations. Differently, the MODIS cloud droplet re is
Figure 6. (a–d) Scatter plots of in‐cloud re, in‐cloud re‐top (averaged re for the top 20% of the cloud) in cloud Nd, and
in‐cloud Nd‐top (averaged Nd for the top 20% of the cloud) between in situ measurements and SatCORPS H‐8 cloud
products. The horizontal error bars represent the 10‐s standard deviations of in situ re and Nd, and vertical error bars
represent the standard deviation of collocated SatCORPS H‐8 re and Nd.
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significantly larger than that measured by aircraft, which is about 2.1–2.6 μm overestimated. Specifically,
compared to the in situ aircraft observations, the MODIS re1.6 is about 31% overestimated with a positive
bias of 2.44 μm, re2.1 about 26% overestimated with a positive bias of 2.00 μm, and re3.7 about 27%
overestimated with a positive bias of 2.05 μm. The MODIS Nd1.6 is about 9% overestimated with a positive
bias of 14 cm−3, Nd2.1 about 13% overestimated with a positive bias of 22 cm
−3, and Nd3.7 about 12%
overestimated with a positive bias of 19 cm−3.
We also investigated the impact of cloud phase on the performance of MODIS cloud retrievals in Figure 7. It
is clear that cloud phase plays weak impact on the performance of MODIS cloud retrievals of re and Nd.
MODIS cloud droplet re1.6 is overestimated nearly 30% (32%) with a positive bias of 2.44 μm (2.43 μm) for
liquid‐phase (mixed‐phase) clouds compared to in situ aircraft observations. Similar to the findings shown
above, the biases are larger than that retrieved at 2.1‐μm channel (24% for liquid‐phase cloud and 26% for
mixed‐phase cloud) and 3.7‐μm channel (26% for liquid‐phase cloud and 27% for mixed‐phase cloud). In
contrast, MODIS cloud droplet Nd1.6 is overestimated nearly 3% (9%) with a positive bias of 5 cm
−3
(15 cm−3) for liquid‐phase (mixed‐phase) clouds compared to in situ aircraft observations. Similar to the
findings shown above, the biases are larger than that retrieved at 2.1‐μm channel (11% for liquid‐phase cloud
and 14% for mixed‐phase cloud) and 3.7‐μm channel (6% for liquid‐phase cloud and 12% for
mixed‐phase cloud).
We further examined the differences of MODIS retrieved cloud droplet re at three channels of 1.6, 2.1, and
3.7 μm by using re1.6–re2.1 and re3.7–re2.1, which are shown in Figure 8. It is clear that re1.6 is much larger than
re2.1, while re3.7 is close to re2.1. Similar results have been reported in earlier studies that the MODIS re1.6 is
larger than re2.1 and re3.7. For example, Haney (2013) and Liang et al. (2015) found that re1.6 is much larger
than re3.7, while re1.6 was found to be similar to re2.1 in trade wind clouds of the tropical western Atlantic. In
contrast, Zhang and Platnick (2011) found that re3.7 is similar to re2.1 for the most homogeneous clouds,
Figure 7. Comparison of mean cloud droplet re and Nd between in situ aircraft CDP and 2DS measurements near cloud top and MODIS retrievals using 1.6, 2.1,
and 3.7 μm channels. Blue color is for mixed‐phase clouds, and red color is for liquid‐phase clouds. The dots and error bars represent the 10‐s means and standard
deviations of in situ aircraft and satellite observations.
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while re2.1 is larger than re3.7 up to ~10 μm for the most heterogeneous clouds. The finding that re2.1 and re3.7
are similar for many of the SOCRATES comparisons might indicate that the clouds studied here are more
prone to be homogeneous. Since the cloud absorbs the thermal radiation the least at 1.6‐μm channel, re1.6
represents the deepest layer from cloud top. About 3.7 μm is the most absorptive channel among the three
by clouds, and thus, re3.7 represents the shallowest layer from cloud top (Chang & Li, 2002). We have
shown some evidences for entrainment effects near cloud tops (e.g., Figure 4). Below the entrainment
layer, cloud LWC and re generally increases with altitudes. This vertical distribution of cloud properties
along with the entrainment effect could make re3.7 smaller, similar, or even larger than re2.1 or re1.6
depending on the effective photon penetration depth below the cloud tops. The results shown in Figure 8
might imply that re3.7 and re2.1 are more representative of the upper portion clouds with a significant
contribution from the entrainment layer, while re1.6 is more representative of a deeper layer below the
entrainment layer.
The influence of drizzle on the changes of cloud liquid droplet re with wavelength channels has been inves-
tigated in Figure 8. Note that the drizzle is defined as those liquid droplets with diameters larger than
Figure 8. MODIS retrieved cloud droplet re differences among three channels. The green color is the difference between re1.6 and re2.1; the amaranth color is the
difference of re3.7 and re2.1. Filled circles represent cloud samples with drizzle appearance. Hollow circles are samples without drizzle happening.
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100 μm. It seems that the performance differences of cloud liquid property retrievals among three channels
have weak sensitivity to the existence of drizzle. Since the MODIS retrieval is based on the spectral radiation
in near‐infrared channels, the contribution of drizzle to near‐infrared radiation is much less than that from
the smaller and more cloud droplets due to their limited amount, suggesting the possibility that in some
cases the cloud droplet re and Nd retrievals may be weakly dependent on the existence of drizzles. Instead,
it is more dependent on the vertical structure of cloud droplets.
3.2.2 Using Vertical Profiles of Aircraft Observations
There are only two flight cases (rf07 20180131 4:44:20–4:45:47 and rf09 20180205 4:57:00–4:59:10) that air-
craft flew vertically through the clouds when MODIS satellite overpassed the same location. Figure 9 shows
the vertical profiles of cloud droplet re, Nd, and LWC from the aircraft observations for these two cases (a‐c
for rf07 and d‐f for rf09), along with the colocated MODIS average retrieval results. Note that two types of in
situ aircraft observations of cloud droplet re are shown in Figure 9, one is based on the CDP and the other is
based on the combination of CDP and 2DS. Roughly, re from CDP represents the cloud droplet rewithout the
impact of drizzle, and re from CDP and 2DS represents the cloud re with the impact of drizzle. As expected,
the cloud droplet re from CDP + 2DS is larger than that from CDP. However, the difference is very small,
indicating that the large drizzle droplets are much less than the cloud droplets. The rf07 case is for
mixed‐phase cloud which is dominated by relatively small number of large droplets with mean re of
14.92 μm andmeanNd of 36 cm
−3. In contrast, the rf09 case is for pure liquid‐phase cloud which has smaller
cloud droplets with mean re of 8.81 μm and meanNd of 178 cm
−3. Note that the impacts of drizzle are not for
all layers, with more impacts to low and middle parts of clouds.
For the mixed‐phase cloud measured by rf07, MODIS cloud droplet re agrees well with the in situ aircraft
observations using any of the three channels at normalized heights higher than 0.8, especially for channel
of 3.7 and 2.1 μm, while it is obviously larger than the in situ aircraft observations at low and middle parts
of clouds. As indicated earlier, the satellite observations are more representative of cloud properties near
cloud tops. Thus, MODIS cloud re seems reasonable for the mixed‐phase cloud with large droplets. In con-
trast, the MODIS cloud Nd is larger than the aircraft observations near cloud top, while roughly agrees with
the aircraft observations within clouds. For the pure liquid‐phase cloud measured by rf09, the MODIS cloud
droplet re retrieved using any wavelength channel is clearly overestimated compared to the in situ aircraft
observations at all altitudes. By average, the mean cloud droplets re from MODIS at three channels are
11.23, 11.18, and 10.63 μm, while the average cloud re from in situ aircraft observation is only 8.81 μm.
Differently, the MODIS cloud droplet Nd agrees well with the in situ aircraft observations. However, it is
challenging to identify the exact error sources for the mismatch of cloud properties. In addition to the
impacts from the vertical structure of cloud properties, the horizontal spatial variability of cloud properties
as indicated in Figure 3 could be another potential influential factor considering the mismatch in locations
between satellite and aircraft observations.
4. Error Analysis for Satellite Retrieval Performance
For satellite passive retrieval, it is generally assumed that the cloud is vertically homogenous and the retrie-
val variables represent the single bulk value of the whole cloud. However, there are considerable variations
of cloud vertical structure and the shape of droplet size distribution in realistic clouds (Miles et al., 2000;
Nakajima et al., 2010a). In other words, the satellite passive retrievals are heavily weighted toward cloud
tops. In contrast, in situ aircraft measurements can provide detailed information of vertical variations of
cloud properties (Miles et al., 2000). Various influential factors could affect the evaluation of satellite retrie-
vals, such as the cloud homogeneity, the droplet size spectra, the appearance of drizzle, and the solar zenith
angle. Here, we briefly discuss the possible influences on the retrieved re from the cloud homogeneity, the
droplet size spectra, and the appearance of drizzle.
4.1 Cloud Heterogeneity
Liang et al. (2009) indicated that the cloud heterogeneity could play important roles to the MODIS cloud
retrievals. We here investigate the impact of cloud heterogeneity (Hσ), which is defined as follows:
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Hσ ¼ stdev R0:86ð Þmean R0:86ð Þ (7)
where stdev(R0.86) and mean(R0.86) denote the standard deviation and mean of the reflectance products,
respectively. MODIS 0.86‐μm channel reflectance product which is aggregated to 1 km × 1 km
Figure 9. Vertical profiles of cloud droplet re, Nd, and LWC from the aircraft observations for two cases, along with the
colocated MODIS retrieval results. Figures 9a–9c are for rf07 case (20180131 4:44:20–4:45:47 UTC) with relatively large
cloud droplets in mixed‐phase cloud, and Figures 9d–9f are for rf09 case (20180205 4:57:00–4:59:10 UTC) with small
cloud droplets in pure liquid cloud. The green, red, and blue lines represent MODIS cloud properties of 1.6‐, 2.1‐, and
3.7‐μm channels respectively. Gray and black lines in (a, d) represent the cloud droplet re obtained from CDP, and
CDP + 2DS, respectively. In (b, e) and (c, f), the black lines represent the cloud Nd from aircraft observations,
respectively. The dot symbol in each panel indicates the appearance of drizzle droplets.
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(EV_250_Aggr1km_RefSB) is used to calculateHσ. For SatCORPS H‐8 cloud product, theHσ is derived from
0.8‐μm channel reflectance product (reflec08), since it does not include 0.86‐μm channel reflectance.
Hσ < 0.3 represents relatively homogeneous clouds, whereas Hσ > 0.3 could be used to define
heterogeneous clouds (Liang et al., 2009). Figure 10 shows changes of SatCORPS H‐8 and MODIS cloud
droplet re with Hσ, along with the changes of satellite (SatCORPS H‐8 and MODIS) versus aircraft
difference of cloud droplet re with COD. Figure 10a shows that the SatCORPS H‐8 Hσ is generally smaller
than 0.2 with most values below 0.1, implying that the clouds are more homogeneous. However, there is
relatively high discrepancy between the in situ re and SatCORPS H‐8 re, as illustrated in Figure 10b.
Figure 10b also shows that the difference of re between SatCORPS H‐8 and aircraft could be even larger
when COD is relatively low (COD < 10). This finding is similar as that found by Zhang and
Platnick (2011). Figures 10c and 10d show similar findings for MODIS retrieval results, while the exact
values are slightly different. The MODIS Hσ is also smaller than 0.2 for most values, and for COD
between 10 and 30, the MODIS versus aircraft difference of cloud droplet re is mainly between 0.7 and 4 μm.
4.2 Droplet Size Spectra
Standard deviation of lognormal droplet size distribution (σ) is used in this study to analyze the cloud droplet
spectra effect on satellite retrievals. Noted that only the cloud droplet lognormal distribution measured from
Figure 10. The scatter plots between the Hσ and cloud droplet re from SatCORPS H‐8 (a) or from MODIS (c) and
between cloud optical depth (COD) and the SatCORPS H‐8 versus aircraft re difference (b) or the MODIS versus
aircraft re difference (d). Three channels of MODIS are represented using three different colors.
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CDP is discussed here without including the drizzle mode. The MODIS and SatCORPS H‐8 retrieval
algorithm generally assumed σ as 0.35 in their calculation of lookup table. As Painemal and
Zuidema (2011) indicated, retrieved re would be increasingly overestimated if true σ is smaller than the
assumed value. Consistently with this, Figure 11 shows generally decreasing biases in the retrieved cloud
droplet re with σ for both MODIS and SatCORPS H‐8 cloud product compared with in situ aircraft
observations. However, there are a few cases with even larger positive biases in cloud re when σ is larger
than 0.35, which could be caused by other influential factors that are beyond the understanding of
current study. Figure 11a shows that the σ is mainly between 0.1 and 0.6 with a mean value of 0.38 for
aircraft observations collocated with SatCORPS H‐8 observations, and Figure 11b shows that the σ is
mainly between 0.3 and 0.6 with a mean value of 0.47 for aircraft observed cases collocated with MODIS.
Associated with the existence of much smaller σ values, the positive bias in SatCORPS H‐8 re could reach
as large as 6–7 μm with σ < 0.35 compared with in situ aircraft observations, as shown in Figure 11a. In
contrast, the positive biases in MODIS re are generally less than 4 μm.
4.3 Drizzle
The existence of drizzle within clouds could influence the evaluation of cloud droplet re retrieval. Nakajima
et al. (2010b) found positive re bias of nearly 2.5 μm for clouds with drizzles based on aircraft observations.
For the clouds investigated in this study, the maximum drizzle occurrence frequency is 39%. As shown in
Figure 12, the biases in retrieved cloud re for H‐8 drizzle, H‐8 nondrizzle,
MODIS drizzle, and MODIS nondrizzle cases are 2.95, 2.55, 2.18, and
2.79 μm compared to in situ aircraft observations, respectively. The biases
inMODIS retrieved cloud re for cases with drizzle are slightly smaller than
that without drizzle, while the biases in SatCORPS H‐8 retrieved cloud re
for cases with drizzle are slightly larger than that without drizzle.
Roughly, the existence of drizzle has weak influence on the performance
of both MODIS and SatCORPS H‐8 retrievals, both of which are based on
spectral radiation measurements. In other words, for clouds studied here,
the existence of drizzle seems to have weak influence on the spectral
radiation measured by the satellites.
5. Conclusions
Using the in situ measurements, this study evaluated the retrieval perfor-
mance of Himawari‐8 and MODIS cloud products over the Southern
Ocean. Seven flights during the SOCRATES are used to match with satel-
lite observations and then evaluate the performance of cloud
Figure 11. The change of positive biases in cloud droplet re from (a) SatCORPS H‐8 cloud product and (b) MODIS with
log‐normal standard deviations (σ) compared with in situ aircraft observations. The orange dashed line represents
σ = 0.35 which is used in the calculation of lookup tables for both SatCORPS H‐8 and MODIS retrievals.
Figure 12. Boxplot of the difference in cloud droplet re between MODIS/
SatCORPS H‐8 retrievals and in situ aircraft observations for clouds with
drizzle and without drizzle. The asterisk symbols are the mean bias, and
△re is the difference of cloud droplet re between retrieval and in situ
measurements.
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microphysical properties of effective radius (re) and droplet number concentration (Nd) from satellite
retrievals.
SatCORPS H‐8 cloud re andNd are overestimated by about 33% and 3%, respectively, near the cloud top com-
pared with in situ measurements over the Southern Ocean when aircraft flew horizontally. The performance
of satellite retrievals varies a little with cloud phase. Whenwe compare the SatCORPSH‐8 retrievals with the
vertically averaged in situ aircraft observations, SatCORPS H‐8 re and Nd could be overestimated about 18%
and 39%, respectively. However, the retrieval biases in rewould decrease a lot if comparing the cloud proper-
ties for the top 20% of clouds, which is only 3% overestimation, indicating that the satellite retrievals are
heavily weighted to cloud tops.
MODIS retrievals systematically overestimated cloud droplet re by 26–31% compared to the in situ observa-
tions over the Southern Ocean. The performance of MODIS retrievals has a strong sensitivity to the wave-
length channel that the retrieval method used. In general, the positive retrieval bias is smaller for re2.1 and
re3.7 compared to re1.6. In contrast, the MODIS retrieved Nd has a good consistency with the in situ aircraft
observations regardless of the channel. Due to the different absorption strength of cloud liquid droplets,
the photon penetration depth in clouds vary with wavelength channels used. In other words, the cloud
retrievals based on different channels have different representation of cloud layer depth. Considering the
vertical distribution of cloud properties, the performance of cloud retrievals could be very different when
retrieved using different wavelength channels and evaluated by the in situ aircraft observations at different
heights. In this study, the vertical distribution of cloud properties along with the entrainment effect could be
the reason that makes re3.7 and re2.1 smaller than re1.6.
This study has suggested that both SatCORPS H‐8 cloud product andMODIS cloud product overestimate the
cloud droplet re and Nd compared to the in situ observations. The influential factors to the evaluation of
satellite retrievals have been discussed, including the cloud heterogeneity, the droplet size spectra, and
the existence of drizzle. Particularly, it shows that the standard deviation of cloud droplet size spectra could
lead large biases to cloud droplet rewhich could be as large as 7 μm. To improve the quality of satellite retrie-
vals, we should improve the identification of cloud phases and seriously consider the impacts of cloud inho-
mogeneity and droplet size spectra over different regions in future.
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